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Nonadiabatic approach for resonant molecular multiphoton 
absorption processes in intense infrared laser fields 

Tak-San Ho and Shih-I Chua) 

Department of Chemistry, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045 
(Received 14 July 1983; accepted 9 August 1983) 

A nonperturbative approach for efficient and accurate treatment of the molecular mUltiphoton absorption 
(MPA) quantum dynamics in intense infrared (IR) laser fields is presented. The approach is based on the 
adiabatic separation of the fast vibrational motion from the slow rotational motion, incorporating the fact that 
the IR laser frequency is close to the frequencies of adjacent vibrational transitions. One thus first solves the 
quasivibrational energy (QVE) states (or, equivalently, the dressed vibrational states) with molecular 
orientation fixed. This reduces the computationally often formidable (vibrational-rotational) F10quet matrix 
analysis to a manageable scale, and, in addition, provides useful physical insights for understanding the 
nonlinear MP A dynamics. The QVE levels are found to be grouped into distinct energy bands, characterized 
by the IR frequency, with each band providing an effective potential for molecular rotation. Whereas the 
interband couplings are totally negligible, the intraband nonadiabatic angular couplings are the main driving 
mechanisms for inducing resonant vibrational-rotational multi photon transitions. The utility of the method is 
illustrated by a detailed study of the sequential MPA spectra for 12C 160 molecule, including state-to-state 
multiquantum transitions and transitions from initially thermally distributed states as a whole. Results are 
presented for the case of IR laser intensity 50 GW/cm' and frequencies ranging from 2115 to 2165 em-I. 
Excellent agreement of the MP A spectra obtained by the nonadiabatic approach and the exact F10quet matrix 
method was observed in all fine details. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There is currently much interest in the study of the 
collisionless multiphoton excitation (MPE) and disso
ciation (MPD) of polyatomic molecules in the presence 
of intense, pulsed, infrared (IR) lasers. 1 Although the 
qualitative features of the MPE/MPD processes appear 
to be established,l quantitative analysis of the under
lying quantum dynamics remains to be a major chal
lenge. The main obstacle stems from the extreme 
complexity of the molecular level structure. In particu
lar, the combined motion of vibration and rotation leads 
to a great wealth of possible multiphoton transition 
pathways, rendering the problem to be a formidable 
one. 

From the theoretical point of view, the semiclassical 
Floquet theory2.3 has provided a powerful ab initio tech
nique for nonperturbative treatment of MPE4

•
5 and MPD6 

of some simple systems. In practice, the Floquet ma
trix is truncated toN by N in dimension withN=NFNyNh 
where NF is the number of Floquet photon blocks, Ny 
the number of vibrational levels included in one Floquet 
block, and N~ the number of rotational states included 
in one vibrational level. As N increases rapidly with 
the size of the molecule, and as the computational ex
pense grows as N 3

, the full Floquet analysis can be
come prohibitively costly even for simple diatomic 
molecules. We are thus led to seek new approximate 
techniques capable of providing accurate results yet 
involving much smaller Floquet matrix manipulations. 
The situation here is analogous to the field of molecular 
collision theory: Where a variety of angular momentum 
decoupling methods7 have been developed in the last 
decade to alleviate the problem of a large number of 
coupled equations. 

a) Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellow. 

In the process of IR multiphoton absorption (MPA), 
the laser frequency is of the same order of magnitude 
as the molecular vibrational frequency and consider
ably exceeds the rotational frequency. More explicitly, 
since the Hamiltonian contains fast (vibrational motion 
and electric dipole interaction) and slow (rotational mo
tion) parts, one anticipates the wave function will have 
the adiabatic form of the product of a rapidly oscillating 
function times a function slowly varying in time. One 
can determine the rapidly oscillating part by considering 
the Schrodinger equation without the rotational Hamilto
nian. This gives rise to an effective quasivibrational 
energy (QVE) which depends parametrically on the 
orientation of the molecule. The slowly varying parts 
of the wave function can then be solved by using the 
effective QVE as the potential energy for the rotational 
motion. This adiabatic picture has been used pre
viously6 to obtain approximate analytic solutions for the 
rotational spectra of diatomic molecules in some spe
cial cases. It provides an adequate zeroth order de
scription and a convenient basis for our development 
of an economical and accurate approach for MPA studies. 
As will be shown later, however, the adiabatic approxi
mation tends to break down nearby resonant transition 
regions and nondiabatic angular couplings between 
nearly degenerate adiabatic QVE states are required 
for a proper MPA analysis. 

Preliminary discussion of this idea has been given in 
a previous communication. 9 In this paper, we provide 
a more detailed account of the theory, the numerical 
method as well as the analysis of nonlinear MPA quantum. 
dynamics. After a brief introduction to the conventional 
Floquet Hamiltonian method in Sec. II A, we discuss the 
theoretical formulation of the nondiabatic approach for 
the case of diatomic molecules in Sec. II B. Extension 
to polyatomics is straightforward. In Sec. III, we pro
vide a detailed numerical analysis of the resonant MP A 
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process in 12C 160. This is followed by a conclusion in 
Sec. IV. 

II. THEORY 

Consider the vibrational-rotational motion of a het
eronuclear diatomic molecule in the presence of a co
herent monochromatic field E = Eo cos w t of an IR laser. 
The SChr6dinger equation for the system in the electric 
dipole approximation (in a. u. ) is 

iaw(r, t)/at= H (r, t) w(r, t) , (1) 

where 

H(r, t)=H~O)(r)+H1/1/(;)-J1.(r)Eocosecoswt. (2) 

Here H~O) (r) is the diatom vibrational Hamiltonian [with 
eigenfunctions ~,,(r) and eigenvalues E~O)] and H 1/1/ (r) 
is the rigid rotator Hamiltonian [ with spherical har
monics eigenfunctions Y1mj (r = e<p) and eigenvalues 
B.j(j+ 1), where j and mJ are, respectively, the rota
tional angular momentum and its projection quantum 
number and Be is the rotational constant]. The vibra
tional-rotational interaction has been ignored for sim
plicity but can be incorporated if necessary. J1. (r) is 
the molecular electric dipole moment and e is the angle 
between the direction of the field (Eo I I z) and the axis of 
the molecule. As the interaction energy in Eq. (2) is 
independent of the azimuthal angle <p, mJ is a constant 
of motion. 

A. An outline of Floquet theory and quasienergy method 

Since the total Hamiltonian H(r, t) [Eq. (2)] is periodiC 
in time, H(r, t) =H(r, t+ T), T=27Tlw, the Floquet 
theorem2,3,10 admits the solution of Eq. (1) in the fol
lowing form: 

(3) 

where WEs is called the quasienergy state (QES) corre
sponding to the quasienergy €8 and lJ!.s is a periodic 
function of time, viz. 

(4) 

The wave functions {l/J.s (r, t)} form a: complete ortho
normal basis in the Hilbert space and are solutions of 
the following eigenvalue equation: 

[H(r, t) - ialat]l/J.s (r, t) =€sifJ.s(r, t) • (5) 

Following the Floquet Hamiltonian method,2,s one can 
reduce the dynamic problem [Eq. (5)] into an equivalent 
static problem by expanding ifJ. s into a Fourier series 
(indexed by n), 

ifJ's(r, t)= t exp(inwt)L L (vj, n/€s)t;,,(r) YJmJ(e, <p) • 
n_ oo " J.lmJ 1 

(6) 

The expansion coefficients (vj, nl€s) in Eq. (6) can be 
determined from the solution of the following Floquet 
matrix eigenvalue equations 

~~~(Vj, n/HF/tlj', n')(v'j', "/€S)=€8(vj, n/€a> , 

(7) 
where 

'. n - 2 n = 1 n::: 0 n = -1 n = - 2 -
A+2wl B 0 0 0 n' = 2 

B A+wl B 0 0 n' = 1 

0 B A B 0 n' = 0 

0 0 B A-wI B n' =-1 

0 0 0 B A-2wl n' =-2 
". 

y = 0 y = 1 
Where ~--------,--r--------" 

E~ 0 

E~~ 
E(O) I 

02 I ___________ ..J. 

A= ". 

and y=O 

B= 

___________ ....J •••• 

a o a 

000 
- - - - - - - - - - - ~"" 

E~O; 0 

E~~ : - - - - - - - - - - - """. 
", 

y == 1 

boo,11 0 I 
I 

b 01 ,10 0 b01,121 
I 

b02,11 0 ----------_ ......... 

- - - - - - - - - - - -' .... 

y' = 0 

y' = 1 

", 

y' = 0 

y' = 1 

.... 

FIG. 1. Structure of the exact Floquet Hamiltonian H, in the 
Floquet state basis {Ivj,n)}. The Hamiltonian is composed of 
the diagonal Floquet blocks of type A, and the off-diagonal 
blocks of type B. E~) are the unperturbed vibrational-rota
tional energies, and bus,"s' are electronic dipole coupling ma
trix elements. 

"' rT 
"' J:i<!)(r)=T-1 ,t dtexp(ikwt)H(r, t), 

and 

"'(II) [ mJ( )] X HF (r) t;", (r)PJ' cos e , 
where ptJ (cos e) is the orthonormalized Legendre 
polynomial. The Floquet Hamiltonian HI" in the 

(9) 

(10) 

Floquet state basis {I vj, n)}, can be represented by a 
block-tridiagonal infinite Hermitian matrix (Fig. 1) with 
rows and columns denoted by the trio of indices v, j, n. 
In practice, the Floquet matrix is truncated to N by N 
in dimension with N=N,NyNb where N, is the number 
of Floquet photon (Fourier) blocks, Ny the number of 
vibrational levels included in one Floquet block, and 
N. the number of rotational states included in one 
vibrational level. Figure 1 shows that ifF has a peri
odic structure with only the number of w's in the diag
onal elements varying from block to block. The struc
ture endows the quasienergy eigenvalues and eigenvec
tors of HF with periodic properties. The time eVOlution 
unitary operator U(t; 10), obeying the initial condition 
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U(to; to) = 1, in the matrix representation [in terms of 
the molecular basis I vj) = 6v (r) Yjm (8, <1»] is merely 

j 

where 

(vjl-It'8(r, t)=exp(-i€8 t ) t exp(inwt)(vj, nl€8)' 
n=·<:10 

B. Nonadiabatic approach to multiphoton excitation 
quantum dynamics 

(11) 

(12) 

In the infrared mulUphoton absorption (IR MPA) pro
cesses, the laser frequency w is close to the charac
teristic frequency of the molecular vibration and con
siderably exceeds the rotational frequency. Analogous 
to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, one can first 
solve the fast vibrational motion in the field with the 
rotational motion frozen. The resulting Schrodinger 
equation (with e fixed) is 

ia<I> (r, t; e)/at = [Hv(O)(r) - /..L( r)Eo cos 8 cos wt] <I> (r, t; e) , 
(13) 

yielding a quasivibrational energy (QVE) which depends 
parametrically on the orientation of the molecule. The 
slow rotational motion can then be solved by using the 
QVE as the effective potential energy. Based on this 
procedure, a computationally efficient yet reliable 
method can be formulated. 

Since the vibrational-field Hamiltonian, flJO)(r) 
- !J. (r)Eo cos e cos wt, is a periodic function of time t 
with the period T=21T/W, Floquet theorem2.3,10 again 
assures the existence of the solutions <I>a" of Eq. (13) 
of the form (QI = vibrational index, k = photon index) 

(14) 

and 

f<Jdr, t+ T; e)=fcY.k(r, t; e), (15) 

where Aa" (e) is called the quasivibrational energy (QVE) 
and the functions {fa.} form a complete orthonormal set 
and are eigenfunctions of the following eigenvalue equa
tion: 

[HJO)( r) - !J. (r)Eo cos e cos wt - ia/ at]!"" (r, t; e) 

=Aa,,(e)fa,,(r, t; e) . (16) 

Analogous to Eq. (5), Eq. (16) can be transformed 
into a static problem by expanding ja" into a Fourier 
series 

fak(r, t; e) = t exp(inwt)2: (v, nIAa,,)e6v(r). (17) 
n=.«) v 

The expansion coefficients (v, n I A",,)e in Eq. (17) can 
be determined from the solution of the Floquet matrix 
eigenvalue equation 

~ ~ (v, nl fl.?) (e) 1 v' n')('lI n' IA",,,)e = A",,,( e)(vnl Aak)e , 

(18) 

n=2 n=1 n=O n=-1 n=-2 

A+2wl B 0 0 0 n' = 2 

B A+wl B 0 0 n' = 1 

0 B A B 0 n' = 0 

0 0 B A-wi B n' =-1 

0 0 0 B A-2wl n' =-2 

Where V= 0 v =1 v=2 
E1O) 

0 0 0 v'= 1 

[AJ= 0 EI~) 0 v'=2 

0 0 E1O) 
2 v'=3 

and v=O v=1 v=2 

aoo (6) a o,(8) a02(8) v'= 1 

[8(6))= a,,(8) a,,(8) v'=2 

a 2,(8) v'=3 
". 

FIG. 2. Structure of the orientation (e)-dependent vibrational
field Floquet Hamiltonian HY')(fJ) in the Floquet state basis 
{I v, n)}. E~O) are the unperturbed vibrational energies, and 
a".,.(8) are electric dipole coupling matrix elements. For fur
ther explanation see the caption of Fig. 1. 

where 

(v, nl nj")(e) I 'lin') = (vIHJ;-n')(r, e)I'lI)+nwovv'Onn' , 
(19) 

n v<;') (r, e) = r-ljT dt[It,,°) (r) 

° 
- !J. (r) Eo cos e cos wt] • exp( inwt) , (20) 

and 

(vlnJ;)(r, e)1 v') = i oo 

dr6v(r)HJ;)(r, e)6.,. (r). (21) 

The resulting Floquet Hamiltonian HjV) (e), in the 
Floquet (or vibrational-field) state basis {I v, n)}, can 
be represented by a blOCk-tridiagonal infinite Hermitian 
matrix as depicted in Fig. 2. In practice, the Floquet 
matrix is truncated by N by N in dimension with N=NFNv , 

where NF is the number of Floquet photon (Fourier) blocks 
and Nv the number of vibrational levels inCluded in one 
Floquetblock. Similar to the exact Floquet Hamiltonian 
HF (Fig. 1), the vibrational Floquet Hamiltonian fljV) (e) 
also possesses a periodic structure with only the num
ber of w's in the diagonal elements varying from block 
to block. This endows the QVE's and their eigenfunc
tions with periodic properties. 

With the assumption that the infrared laser frequency 
w is close to the energy difference of adjacent vibra
tional states of interest, one finds that the QVE spec
trum {Aall (e)} possesses a well-defined band structure 
characterized by the frequency w. By rewriting the 
subscripts (Q!k) as (a, -Ql+P), with Pan arbitrary 
integer, the bands are then indexed by P and the sub
levels within a given P band are ordered according to 
QI (QI =0, 1,2 ... ). Each intraband sublevel is assigned a 
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QVE A",._ ... p (0) and a wave function f ... _ ... p (r, t; 0), 
which have the following periodic properties: 

A ... _ .. +p (0) =Aa ._a (0) +Pw =Aa.O (O)+(P- a)w (22a) 

and 

fa._a..p(r, t; 0) =!a.-a(r, t; O)·exp(iPwt). (22b) 

Equations (22) suggest that all the P bands possess the 
same QVE structure since 

cl>a.-a.Pl(r, t; 0)=cI>a._a.P2(r, t; 0), Pl "'P2 , 

a=0,1,2, ... 

The QVE's within each P band, consisting of the subset 
{Aa._a+p}, are congregations of the QVE levels which 
are nearly degenerate and strongly coupled via slow 
rotational motion in the sequential IR MPA process 

Iv=o, N+p)~lv=l, N+P-1)J!:!..lv=2, N+P-2)~ect., 

where N is a very large integer characteristic of the 
number of photons present in the physical absorption 
process, and P indexes the QVE band. It is thus ap
parent that all QVE P bands portray the same physical 
process, viz. the sequential photoabsorption. The in
traband width is determined by the number of vibra
tional states (Nv ) of interest, and is in general much 
smaller than the interband separation w. As a result, 
the couplings between the interband QVE levels due to 
the slow rotation of the molecule are much weaker than 
that between the intra band ones. The relationship of 
each QVE P band to the molecular rotation is analogous 
to that of a molecular electronic state to the molecular 
nuclear motion in the framework of Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation. Thus to an excellent approximation, 
the IR MPA processes of interest can be properly 
studied within any P band to be described below. 

In the spirit of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, 
the total quasi-vibrational-rotational states (indexed by 
(3) are described by wave functions of the form 

w!:)(r, t) =exp(- iE:8t)(21Trl/2 exp(imJ¢) 

xLx~~)(8)fa._a+p(r,t; B), 
a 

(23) 

where a runs over all QVE's in the P band, and X~) is 
the wave function describing the rotational motion of the 
diatom under the potential provided by the quasivibra
tional energies within the P band, calculated as if the 
rotation of the molecule were frozen. For an arbitrary 
quasi-vibrational-rotational state of a fixed total quasi
energy E:/J, the exact total quasienergy state wave func
tion may be expanded as 

(24) 

Again, we have assumed that the system embodies a 
well-defined quantum number mJ' Substituting Eq. (24) 
into Eq. (1), and projecting onto any other !a.'._""+p.(r, t;8) 
state (i. e., integration over a period of the field oscil
lation is carried out along with the r integration) lead to 
the equation for the rotational motion of the molecule 

Hrot(B)X/l", (B) + (U<';;J - E:/l )x1~) (B) 

+ '"' V(PPI (P)(O) '"' '"' V(PP'I (P' I (0) L.J "''''' X8",' + L.J L.J ",a' Xaa' , 
af~a P'~P «' 

where 

Hrot = - Be (sin Br l (a/aB)(sin 0 a/ao) , 

U~~! = A",._a+p(B) + Be~ (sin 0)"2 + y<::,P) (B) , 

v<:a~')=y~~')(O) - 2Be L L {vnl AOI._OI+p)g 
v ~ 

X(a~ (vnl Aa·,_a·.P·)8 a~) , 
and 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

Due to the large separation between the QVE bands and 
the slow variation of the quantity (vnl Aa._a+p)8 with B, 

the inter band rotational couplings V~~f"(p", P') are or
ders of magnitude smaller than those of intraband 
(P=P'). Thus the second summation <L;p.~p) in the 
right-hand side of Eq. (25) may be safely ignored, yield
ing the equation for the rotational motion in the P band 

A () (P)(") «P) ) (P)(,,) '"' v.(PP) (PI(,,) H rot B XaOt 17 + U a"'J-E:8 Xii", u = L.J ",a' X6Ot' u • 
a'~ 

(30) 

Since all the P bands possess the same QVE structure 
to within a phase factor, only one P band needs to be 
considered. For convenience we shall choose the P = 0 
band below and the index P will be dropped. 

The nonadiabatic (in the sense that we still keep the 
intraband off-diagonal coupling terms V",,,,, ( a'" a / )] 
coupled equations in Eq. (30) can be solved most ex
pediently by expanding the wave function X8a(0) in terms 
of orthonormalized associated Legendre polynomials 
prj (cos 0), 

X8",(B)= L b8•aJ p,"'J (cos 0) • (31) 
J:\"'J' 

Substituting Eq. (31) into Eq. (30), we obtain the fol
lowing eigenvalue equation: 

where 

1 

g~~. =OaOl.·I dcosBP;J(cOSO)Aa(O)PJ~J(cosO) 
-1 

+ ~~ Ll dcos o (PJ"'J (cos 0) F vn• Ot (0)] 

A "'J 
XHRR (0, ¢)[Fvn.a.(O)PJ• (cos 0)] . 

(32) 

(33) 

Here we have adopted new notations: AOt (0) for A",._",(O) 

and F..n,,,,(B) for (vnl \".-a)9' The structure of the total 
quasienergy "c" Hamiltonian,l1 namely {gc!!:,}, is de
picted in the lower portion of Fig. 3. The upper portion 
in Fig. 3 is what Eq. (32) would have been, had we em
ployed Eq. (25). 

With the help of Eqs. (17), (23), and (31), the set of 
the total quasi-vibrational-rotational state wave func-
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Where 

[G]= 

and 

.... P=2 P=1 P=O P=-1 P=-2 

IG+2wl 

G+wl 

v=O v=1 

(Goo) (Go,) 

(G,,)-wl 

j=O j=1 
00 0' gvv, gvv' 

" g •• , 

G 

G-wl 

v=2 

(GQ2) 

(G'2) 

(G 22 )-2wl 

j::2 
02 

gvv' 
'2 g •• , 
22 

gvv, 

G-2wll 

v'=O 

v'=1 

v'=2 

". 

j'=o 

j'=1 

j'=2 
", 

.... 

FIG. 3. The approximate band structure (indexed by P) of the 
quasivibrational energy (QVE) spectrum is shown in the top
most diagram. Only the P = 0 band U. e., the central G block) 
needs to be considered in the total quasienergy calculations. 
Shown here is also the structure of the G matrix in the QVE 
and rotational basis. 

tions obtained from the nonadiabatic method become 

weBer, t) =exp(-iEBt) '(21Tr1/2 exp(imJct» 

XLI: I:) exp (inwt)bB, odFun'Ql (8)' ~v(r)p;J (cos 8) . 
n a v ~ 

(34) 

By combining Eqs. (11) and (34), and after some manip
ulations, the time evolution operator U(t; to) can be 
written, in the matrix form, explicitly as 

xexp[-iE8(t-tO)] '(EBlvj, 0) 'exp(inwt)} , (35) 

where12 

(36) 

Transition probability going from the initial vibrational
rotational state I vjmJ) (with mJ staying constant in time) 
to the final state I v' j' mi) is given as 

pv(;::'!}' (t, to) = I(tlfl U(t; to)lvj)12. (37) 

Of the most experimental interests, averaging Eq. (37) 
over the initial time to, while keeping the elapsed time 
(t - to) fixed, yields 

p~(..lv' J' (t - to) = I: II: (tl j', nl EB) 
n E{J 

xexp[- iEB(t-tO)]'(EBlvj, 0)1 2
• 

(38) 

Finally, further averaging Eq. (38) over (t - to) results 
in the long-time average transition probability 

(39) 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The nonadiabatic approach outlined in Sec. II B has 
been used to study the quantum dynamics of the multi
photon excitation of the 12C 160 molecule in the presence 
of the strong infrared laser fields. We have assumed 
that the CO molecule can be represented by a rotating 
Morse oscillator with the Morse Hamiltonian given by 

Hv(OI(r) =- (2M)-l d2/dr+D6{1 - exp[ - a(r- r6)]}2 . 
(40) 

The molecular electric dipole moment adopted in the 
calculation has the linear form M(r) = Mo + M1 (r - r 6 ) 

which is adequate for MPE of the low-lying vibrational 
states. Throughout the calculation, the field strength 
of the IR laser is assumed to be 50 GW / cm2

, and the 
MPA analysis is made for the vibrational states up to 
v = 3 covering field frequencies ranging from 2115 to 
2165 cm-1. The choice of the frequency range will 
become evident in the results. The molecular param
eters. 13 used for CO are tabulated in Table 1. 

A. aVE spectrum and wave functions 

In calculating the QVE spectrum {A",.oo+p (8)} and the 
corresponding wave functions {j""_,,,+p (r, t; 8)}, we have 
solved the eigenvalue Eq. (18). The vibrational Floquet 
Hamiltonian matrix (Fig. 2) was truncated to contain 
only five vibrational levels (i. e., v = 0, 1,2,3,4) and 
nine photon blocks (i. e., n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ± 3, and ± 4), 
but enough to achieve convergences of the one- , two-, 
and three-photon transitions which are of our current 
concern. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) depict the representative 
results of the QVE spectrum {A", (8)} and various com
ponents of the corresponding eigenvector Fvn,a (8) of the 
p = 0 band at the field frequency w = 2131. 7 cm-1 nearby 
the resonance (i. e., v = 0 .... v = 2) region. The appealing 
symmetry of \, (8) and F un •a (8) about the plane perpen
dicular (i. e., Ii = 90°) to the direction of the field can be 
attributed to the existence of a unitary transformation 
matrix14 linking the two block tridiagonal matrices 
Htl (8) and dyvl (1T - B): 

TABLE 1. 12C 160 molecular parame
ters. a 

10.982 eV 
1. 2302ai? 
2. 132ao 
6.856182283 amu 
1. 931 crn-I 

= 2169.81 cm-! 
13.288 cm-t 

0.112 D 
1.598 D/ao 

"Reference 13. 
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Aa(ll) (01 = 0,1, 2, 3) and (b) their corresponding representative 
dominant eigenfunction components (with n = - v) of F .... a (6) 
(denoted by va in the figure) for 12C 160 at 50 GW / cm2 and 
w = 2131. 70 em-I. 

(41) 

where 

n=2 n=l n=O n=-l n=-2 

-1 

1 

-1 

1 

(42) 

with 1 being the indentity matrix of the dimension the 
same as any Floquet photon block in Fig. 2. One can 
easily find that the matrix Q is not only unitary but also 
Hermitian. The symmetry properties of both Aa (0) and 
F"n.a (0) can be best represented by relations 

Aa (11 - 0) =\" (0) (43) 

and 

Fvn• a (11 - 0) =(_l)n ... Fvn.", (0) , (44) 

which reveal the nature of the interaction of the field 

with the diatomic molecule, i. e., the cos 0 dependence, 
and, therefore, preserve the correct dipole selection 
rules on the multiphoton vibrational-rotational transi
tions of the molecule in the presence of the laser field. 
Furthermore, we noticed that the quantities A", (0) and 
Fvn• Ot (0) are both slowly varying functions of the polar 
angle 0, suggesting that only a few (typically 8-10) 
molecular orientations are required for accurate de
scription of the QVE's. 

B. Effective adiabatic vibrational potentials and nonadiabatic 
coupling terms 

The relatively slow rotation of the molecule is 
governed by Eq. (30), assuming that the rotational tran
sition is confined within one specific QVE (say P = 0) 
band. This is fully justified in the case of CO. Figures 
5(a)-5(d) show typical examples of the orientation (0) 
dependent effective adiabatic vibrational potentials 
Uamj (0) [defined in Eq. (27)] for mj =0,1,2, and 3, 
respectively, corresponding to w =2131. 70 cm- l

. The 
adiabatic potential curves exhibit a strong dependence 
on the quantum number mj because of the factor Benl;/ 
sin2 0 in Eq. (27). For mj = 0, the molecule is allowed 
to swing through all angles. However, for the case of 
mjt-O, the potential becomes very steep nearby the field 

directions (namely 0 =0° and 180°) and the rotational 
motion is confined to a more limited space in the 0 COn
figuration. The larger the quantum number mj, the 
more restriction the rotational motion will be. The 
features embedded in these adiabatic potentials are 
exhibited in the MPA spectrum to be discussed later. 

The nonadiabatic coupling terms V",,,,, (Eq. 30) are 
the main driving mechanisms for inducing intraband 
vibrational-rotational transitions in MPA processes. 
These coupling terms become crucially important near
by resonant transition regions where the quasivibrational 
energies are nearly degenerate. As an example, Figs. 
6(a) to 6(c) depict the primary coupling terms Y",,,,, (0) 
[Eqs. (28) and (29)] as a function of 0 for the three 
strongly coupled and nearly degenerate quasivibrational 
levels (a, a' = 0,1,2) for the case of w = 2131. 70 cm-l • 

Notice that the magnitude of Y",,,,' (a t- (II') are comparable 
with or even larger than the quasivibrational level spac
ings, indicating the importance of these intraband cou
pling terms in determining the proper vibrational-rota
tional transitions. Also shown here are the diagonal 
terms YOt "" which are responsible for the slowly wiggly 
structure of the adiabatic potential curves in Figs. 
5(a)-5(d). 

C. Comparison with the exact Floquet calculation 

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show, respectively, the final 
converged results, obtained by the nonadiabatic approxi
mation method, for the total quasi-vibrational-rota
tional energies €~m.t"O) (to within 0.001 cm- l ) and the 
time average transition probabilities POO - V } [Eq. (39)] 
as functions of the laser frequency w for the MPA pro
cess CO(v=j=mJ=O)+nw-CO(v'!, m}=O). The 
vibrational Floquet Hamiltonian matrix HiV

) (0) is tran
cated to contain nine Floquet photon blocks (1. e., n = 0, 
± 1, ±2, ±3, ±4 in Fig. 2), and five vibrational levels 
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(v = 0,1,2,3,4). The nonadiabatic G-matrix: analysis 
(Fig. 3) was carried out with Nv = 5 and N" = 8 (i. e., 
j=O, 1, 2, ... 7). Notice that the matrix elements g~~, 
of the G matrix: satisfy the important symmetry relation 

g~~. '" 0, if «H a' + j + j') = odd integer. (45) 

This implicitly ensures that the electric dipole selec
tion rules are appropriately installed in the nonadiabatic 
approach. The correlation between the quasienergy 
level (avoided) crossings and nonlinear MPA line shape 
features (such as power broadening, hole burning, 
Autler-Townes multiplet splitting, S hump, etc.) has 
been studied in great detail previously. 5 Shown in Fig. 
7(c) is the corresponding data from the exact Floquet 
analysis (Fig. 1) with NF = 9, Nv = 5, and N" = 8. 
The excellent agreement of the MPA spectra in all the 
fine details demonstrate the reliability of this newly 
introduced nonadiabatic approach. In the current 
example, the nonadiabatic calculation is about an order 
of magnitude faster computationally than the exact 
Floquet analysis. Clearly the former method becomes 

even more advantageous as the dimensionality of the 
Floquet matrix N(=NFNvN,,) grows. (This is the case 
when multiphoton processes of much higher order are 
inVOlved and/or heavier or larger molecules, i. e., 
NvN" much larger, are under investigation.) Another 
major advantage (and computational saving) of the non
adiabatic approach is that the orientation-dependent 
QVE calculations are independent of mJ' In contrast, 
the exact Floquet approach requires the repetition of 
the entire effort for each change in mJ' 

D. Multiphoton absorption spectrum 

In the previous subsection we have presented the long
time average transition probabilities of the molecule 
CO, initially at the state I v = j = mJ = 0), to various ex
cited states (up to v = 3) of this approach along with the 
exact Floquet analysis. In reality, the molecules are 
thermally distributed over different quantum states. 
Under most of the experimental environments, i. e., at 
or below room temperature, molecules are populated 
only among the rotational states of the ground vibra-
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FIG. 6. Primary nonadiabatic coupling terms y ..... (8) for (a) 
a = 0, (b) a = I, and (c) a = 2 for 12C ISo at 50 GW/cm2 and 
w = 2131. 70 cm-I. Curve notations are ----- for a' = 0, 
--- for a' = I, and -- for a' = 2. 

tional state (i. e., v = 0), and studies of the dynamics 
of the transitions evolved from various v = 0 and j states 
are essential to many spectroscopic information. In 
this section, we shall discuss long time average transi
tion probabilities for (i) the molecules initially prepared 
at a specifiC I v =0, j, mJ) state, i. e., Eq. (39), (ii) the 
molecules initially at a state only with v (= 0) and j 
specified, i. e. , 

- 1 
POJ-v' J' = -. -

2J+1 
(46) 

and finally (iii) the molecules initially thermally distrib
uted over various j states of the v = 0 level at a certain 
temperature T, i. e. , 

Po-v' (1') = ~~ B J (T)POJ - v' J' , (47) 

where BJ is the rotational distribution function 

BJ(T) =(2j+1)Q;1 exp[-B.,j0+1)hc/kT] , (48) 

with Qr the associated rotational partition function, h 
the Planck constant, c the velocity of light, and k the 

Boltzmann constant. Furthermore, we have chosen to 
present results of Eq. (47) for temperature T=10 and 
50 K for the reason that only a limited number of the 
rotational states, i. e., the first five states 0=0, 1, 2, 
3, 4) of the former case and ten states 0 = 0- 9) of the 
latter case, are significantly populated initially. 

Note that in the non adiabatic approach, the orienta
tion-dependent QVE calculations, being independent of 
j and mJ. need to be carried out only once for each 
laser frequency w. The G-matrix analysis, Eq. (32), 
however, depends upon the magnetic quantum number 
mJ' In solving Eq. (32), we have expanded the rota
tional wave function XB .. (9), Eq. (31), in terms of 
(14 - I mJI) associated Legendre polynomials (the 
highest order of polynomials is fixed at j = 14 for dif
ferent I mJ I ~ 9). In other words, the G matrix (Fig. 3) 
is a truncated matrix of five vibrational blocks and 
(14 - I mJ I) rotational states in each vibrational block, 
i. e., a [5x(14 -I mJI )]X [5X(14 -I mJI)] matrix. [In 
actual computation, the G matrix can be further reduced 
to two sub-G matrices with smaller dimensions if use 
is made of the symmetry relation Eq. (45).] 
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FIG. 7. (a) Frequency-dependent total quasienergies 108 (de
noted by fhvj in the figure). (b) and (c) are time-averaged 
MPA transition probabilities poo-vJ for 12C 160 at 50 GW/cm2• 
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) are the results obtained by the nonadia
batlc approximation, whereas Fig. 7(c) is that of exact Floquet 
calculation. The triangles on the top of Fig. 7(b) indicate the 
zero-field transition energies. 
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The general features of state-to-state MPA spectra 
are illustrated in Figs. 8(a)-8(d) for molecules initially 
prepared in the states I v = 0, j = 3, mJ) with m J = 0, 1, 2 
and 3, respectively. Included within the frequency range 
of our interest are optically allowed direct absorption 
dominant channels 

/(3,6) 

(2,5) 
/ "".. 

vj /(1,4) (3, 4) 

(0,3)", "'(2,3~ 
(1,2)/ ""..(3,2) 

""'(2,1)/ 

"-..(3,0) 

(49) 

and two other higher order (stimulated emission and 
absorption occur simultaneously) dominant channels 

(0,3)---(1,2)-(2,1) 
'" / '" "" , , 

(0,1)-(1,0) , 
(50a) 

and 

(0,3)-(1,4)-(2,5)-(3,6)-(4,7) 
/ ./ ;' ,/ 

/' ,'" ",/ /"" (50b) 
(0,5)-(1,6)-(2,7)-(3,8) . 

Besides the well-known nonlinear features,S we found, 
in Figs. 8(a)-8(d), a strong mJ dependence of the MPA 
line shapes. In general, the power broadening effect is 

less prominent and the spectrum becomes less sophisti
cated as the quantum number mJ is increased from 0 
toward j (here j =3). This is most evident when one 
compares Fig. 8(a) (mJ =0) with Fig. 8(d) (mJ =3). One 
can readily show that fewer channels exist for larger 
mJ since the conservation of m J implies that only states 
with j? I mJI can participate in MPA process. The 
physics behind all these observations can be made clear 
by studying the adiabatic vibrational potentials such as 
those shown in Fig. 5. For a given j, molecules with 
larger mJ tend to have more localized rotational wave 
functions and stay away from the laser field direction. 
This results in a reduction in the effective interaction 
between the molecule and the field and therefore the 
power broadening effect, etc. One notices that, in the 
classical limit, all MPA processes in the case of mJ =j 
[Fig. 8(d)] will be totally quenched. Since the molecule 
will be then strictly confined in the plane perpendicular 
to the field direction, yielding vanishing molecule-field 
interaction. The mraveraged transition probabilities 
P03~"'J" Eq. (46), is displayed in Fig. 9. The spectral 
difference in Fig. 7(b) (Poo~"'J') and Fig. 9 (P03~"'J') re
flects the change in the initial rotational state j as well 
as the (2j + l)-degeneracy effect. 

Finally, we show in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) the calcu
lated full MPA spectra [Eq. (47)] of ensembles of CO 
molecules at temperatures T= 10 and 50 K, respectively. 
In each figure, three distinct spectral profiles rep
resent one- , two- , and three-vibrational quantum ex
citation, respectively. As can be seen, the single
quantum spectra P(v=O- v=l) are strongly power 
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FIG. 9. Time and mraveraged MPE transition probabilities P03~uJ for the diatomic molecule 12C 160 at 50 GW/cm2• Curve nota
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broadened to smear out the rotational structures. The 
double-quantum spectra j5 (v'" 0- v", 2) are also sub
stantially power broadened but still show some resolv
able rotational structures. The triple-quantum spectra 
P(v '" 0- v", 3) consist of mainly sharper and well
resolved spikes. As the temperature is increased, the 
initial rotational state distribution becomes more 
widely spread. This results in less defined and broader 
absorption profiles as can be seen in Fig. 10(b). 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown in this paper that the nonadiabatic ap
proximation method provides a conceptually appealing 
and computationally powerful new approach for nonper
turbative treatment of resonant MPA processes in in
tense fields. The utility of the method lies in its cap
ability of generating economically accurate state-to
state MPA spectra which are essential for quantitative 
understanding of nonlinear MPE and MPD quantum dy
namics. Further simplification of the nonadiabatic 
theory (and therefore more computational saving) are 
possible in several directions. For example, for heavy 
or large polyatomic molecules, the nonadiabatic coupling 
terms are expected to be much smaller than those of 
diatomic molecules and the adiabatic approximation may 
provide already an adequate description for MPA. Also 
in the case of weak to medium laser field strengths, the 
full vibrational-Floquet Hamiltonian analysis (Fig. 2) 
for QVE spectra may be unnecessary and can be re-
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FIG. 10. Full MPA spectra of ensembles of 12C 160 molecules 
at temperatures (a) T = 10 K and (b) T = 50 K, respectively. 
Curve notations same as Fig. 8. 
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placed by simpler rotating wave approximation calcula
tions. Extension of these ideas to the investigation of 
several polyatomic molecules (SC}z, 0 3 , SF6 ) are under
way.15 
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